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Pulsar timing

TOA = Time Of Arrival



Pulsar timing: “Pulsar 
machine”

The Penn State Pulsar Machine II (PSPMII) 
a 2 x 64 x 3 MHz filterbank



Pulsar timing
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Pulsar planets

Wolszczan & Frail, Nature, 1992

300-m Arecibo



A                     B 
C
Semi-major axis 0.19 AU     0.36 AU  
0.46 AU
Orbital period 25.26 days     66.54 days
98.21 days 
Eccentricity 0.0          0.0186  
0.0252
M sin (i) 0.015 MEarth 3.4 MEarth
2.8 MEarth

Period commensurability:

3 Periods of planet B = 2 Periods of 
Planet C 

Orbital elements
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Time Of Arrival, Keplerian mode



3-Body Problem

Osculating orbital elements

Hamiltonian of the system



3-Body Problem

Konacki, Maciejewski & Wolszczan, ApJ, 2000











Planets A, B and C

Konacki, Ph.D. Thesis, 2000
Konacki & Wolszczan, ApJL, 2003



Dispersion measure

DM = ne
0

L

∫ dl≡< ne > L

- electron density [e-/cm3]
- distance to pulsar [pc]L

ne

∆t ~ DM / f 2

- timing delay [s]
- frequency [MHz]

∆t
f

PSR B1257+12
distance: 600 +/- 100 pc
frequency: 430 and 1400 MHz
DM: 10.165 [pc e-/cm3] 



Electron density variations



Electron density variations



Planet “D” and its gas cloud

Not yet published, collaborator: A. Wolszczan

M sin(i) = 0.15 MPlu
a = 2.7 AU
P = 3.7 yr



Formation Scenarios

•Planets survive the supernova
•Planets are acquired during a stellar 
collision
•Planets form in orbit around a 
massive binary

•Planets form out of accreted matter 
from a stellar companion 
•Planets form from fallback matter 
from the supernova

Pre supernova scenarios

Post supernova scenarios
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Merger of two white dwarfs



A debris disk around an isolated
young neutron star

Wang et al, Nature, 2006

4U 0142+61

isolated young (105 yr) neutron star
X-ray pulsar, 8.7 sec
distance 3.9 kpc



A millisecond pulsar PSR B1620-26
in the globular cluster M4

M4: 13 billion years old, medium mass 105 MSun, metal poor 5% of 

PSR B1620-26: has a white dwarf companion in a 191 day, 
low eccentricity orbit (e = 0.025)



PSR B1620-26

Thorsett et at, ApJ, 1999

12 years

~31 000 000 000 rotations
40 ms precision



Acceleration of 
PSR B1620-26 
along the line 
of sight

Rasio, ApJL, 1994



HST images of M4

Sigurdsson et al, Science, 2003

White dwarf: 0.34 +/- 0.04 MSun, age ~500x106

Orbital inclination of the pulsar-WD system: ~55 deg 
(assuming the pulsar mass of 1.35 Msun)

Planet: semi-major axis of 23 AU, mass ~2.5 +/- 1 MJup



A possible formation scenario



Implications

•No transiting planets (i.e. short period ones,
“hot Jupiters”) were found in the globular clus
47 Tucanae

•Planets can form in low metallicity environment
all

•These two facts may reflect a metallicity depen
in the migration mechanisms or that the crowding
the clusters may suppress migration but not form
of planets



Limits to planets around normal pu
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Konacki, Ph.D. Thesis, 2000



Planets around white dwarfs
•Stars with masses <= 8 MSun end up as white dwa

•Even though stars will loose a significant par
mass on the way to WD, planets with orbits larg
(a > 5 AU) will easily survive RGB and AGB phas

•We are already finding long period planets arou
giants

•White dwarfs are 103-104 times less luminous th
progenitors - this opens the opportunity to det
around WD by direct imaging

Bureligh et al, MNRAS, 2002



Imaging of white dwarfs

•Debes et al, ApJ, 2005, 2006, with HST and f
the ground, no planets found

•Mullally et al, infrared photometry with Spi
no planets found



Photometry of pulsating white dwa

•Papers by Kepler et al and Winget et al -
no planets
found

Gianninas et al, astro-




